
Honam University (S. Korea) 

Course on “Asian Community” 

Duration; From September to December, 2013 

 

 

1. Modern Asia and building of nation-states 

#01  What is Asia?  

(4 September) 申一燮（president, Honam University) 

 

#02  The concept of Asian Community and its background 

 (11 September)   

 

#03  Why do we need Asian Community? 

 (18 September) 鄭俊坤 (chief researcher, One Asia Foundation)  

 

2. Three main countries in “One Asia” — Korea, China and Japan 

#04  The modern age of China, and People’s Republic of China 

 (25 September)  

 

#05  Modern China: its society and structure 

 (2 October)   

 

#06  The Japanese history and its modernization 

 (9 September)  

 

#07  Modern Japan: its society and structure 

 (16 September)  

 

#08  The modern age of Korea and modern South Korea 

 (23 September)  

 

3. Asian Community and cultural exchanges 

#09  ? 

 (30 October)  

 

#10  Asian tradition culture: ・Literature by金準泰 (director, 518 Memorial Foundation); 

 (6 November) ・Dressing  by 簡文子; and ・Traditional house in Asia by 朴益秀  

 

#11  People’s exchange: ・Silkroad by 禹燦ト;・Exchange between Eastern & Western cultures  

(13 November) by 権慶安（head of Kwangi region, Chosen Ilbo） and 趙鎔澈 (emeritus professor, Honam 

Univ.) 

 

4. Thought on Asian Community and environment 

#12  Diaspora — historical understanding of the phenomenon: ・Ethnic Korean by 任星模  

(20 November) (Yonsei Univ.); ・Korean residents in Japan by 金太基,;・Korean-saram by 金仁徳

（Sunkyun Kwan Univ.） 

  

#13  ・Symposium on multiculture  by 李載鎬、李京禧、朴順愛、申一燮、金洪仲） 

 (27 November) ・Analysis of multicultural families by 呉承容 (Chonnam National University) 

  ・Case studies of multicultural families (Japan, Vietnam Philippines, China) 

  ・Dialogue with multicultural families (round-table talking) 



#14  The proof of Asian values in the 21st century by 金光雲（prof., Health College） 

 (4 December) Special lecture by 姜徳相 (historian living in Japan; curator, History Museum of Koreans) 

 

#15  Asian Community and suggestions indicated by European Community 

 (11 December) 呉守烈 (Chosun University), 羅鐘一（president, Woosuk University）  

 

*Note* Lectures are subject to change according to lecturers’ convenience. 


